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If you enjoy a hobby like knitting, crocheting or sewing, which are activities that involve
repetitive movements of the hands and consistent tension in certain positions, you may have
experienced strain injuries and had the functions of your hands affected. Which means you
can’t keep enjoying your hobby. Which is really annoying, isn’t it?
I’ve aimed this worksheet at knitters specifically on request but if you do anything with your
hands it’ll come in handy. Type or write for a living? Cut hair for a living? Enjoy playing an
instrument? Maybe you decorate amazingly elaborate cakes. Whatever you do with your
hands, it’s worth bearing in mind that they need a bit of attention and TLC on a regular basis.

Carpal tunnel and arthritis of the wrists, fingers and thumbs are common as we get older, or,
engage in the same motor patterns over and over. Your body will adapt to the things that you
do most, so it’s important to give yourself movement breaks on a regular basis to prevent
things seizing up.
The key to healthy hands is keeping circulation to the area as great as possible, and circulation
to your hands actually starts up in your spine between your shoulder blades. The exercises I
prescribe in this guide are going to open up the neurological pathways between your neck,
spine, elbows and fingers, so the blood can easily get to the joints and flush out any
inflammation.
Tight hands are weak hands, so it’s important to restore the alignment back into the fingers
and make sure your hands haven’t tightened up without you noticing.
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Exercises for the hands
1.

Back of hand stretch.
This exercise will help to increase circulation to the wrists and muscles in the forearms.
• Place your hands into a prayer position and then flip them so the backs of the hands
are touching.
• Let the fingers weave slightly and see if you can get the wrist bones together. Aim to
get the thumbs in contact as well.
• Once there you might find that your hands are way up by your neck, and that your
shoulders have rolled in, so drop the shoulders down and then see if you can slide the
hands down to the same level as your elbows. Only do this step if you can maintain
contact of the back of the hands all the way down to the wrists!
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2.

Forearm stretch
This stretch is great for releasing the forearms, and can be an eye opener as to how tight they
are!
• Make fists and make sure you wrap your thumbs around the fingers, keeping a tight
grip on the index finger. Don’t let the index finger go, that’s cheating!
• Bring your knuckles together in front of you with the backs of the hands facing
towards the ceiling, and then drop the backs of the hands towards each other so your
wrist bones come into contact.
• Did you let your index fingers go?
• Check whether your elbows and shoulders had to lift to enable you to do that and, if
so, work to keep the wrists together and drop the elbows and shoulders as much as
you can.
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3.

Finger stretch
This stretch is great to release the connective tissues on the inside of the fingers and palms.
• Turn your palms face up and place your fingers on something in front of you, either
the floor, or if you’re at a desk or table that also works fine.
• Keeping your elbows bent, push your palms away from you.
• Noticing whether the thumbs have turned in – keep them pointing 180 degrees away
from each other.
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4.

Next, we’ll look at the individual range of each of your fingers.
Sometimes you don’t get into all the fingers evenly when stretching them all at once, also,
depending on specifically which hobby you enjoy and what your hands do most of the time,
your fingers may tighten slightly differently so it’s good to cover all the bases.
• Take one arm, bend the elbow at your waist and turn the palm up to the ceiling.
• Use the other hand to pull one finger at a time to feel a stretch.
• You can then stretch two fingers at a time to vary up the combinations of fingers.
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4.

Hitchhiker thumb stretch.
The thumb joint is most susceptible to osteoarthritis in the hands so it’s important to do this
stretch regularly.
• Hold your hand in front of you with elbow bent
• Fix the wrist in position to hold it still
• Take hold of the base of the thumb (as low as possible) and gently pull back and move
side to side, feeling for the direction that gives you the greatest sensation.
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5.

Back of wrist individual finger stretch.
The finger flexors tighten a lot with use but it’s worth noting that the finger extensors, or the
top of your hand, can also stiffen up. This stretch is a good counter-stretch to the finger
stretches numbered 3 and 4.
• Bend your elbow and point the fingers away from you, with the palm facing down to
the ground.
• With the other hand, pull one finger at a time and try to take it towards your forearm,
watching that your fingers don’t start to twist towards you but rather stay pointing
away. Note that you need to stretch the whole finger so make sure you’re bending
the at the first joint, not further along the finger.
• The index finger tends to be the tightest, but this may vary.
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6. Interlaced-finger stretch
Stretching all the fingers together like this give you a good indication as to how tight they are.
• Interlace the fingers and push all the way towards the floor, aiming to get the knuckles into
an arch. Sometimes they won’t do that and tightness in the fingers means the hands make a
flat line rather than an arch, or even curl back up towards you.
• Stretch thumbs away too, trying to get them into right angles away from the fingers.
• Turn your palms back towards you, notice which index finger is on top and re-lace the fingers
to the opposite index finger is at the top, repeating the stretch but now with the opposite
index finger leading.
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Exercises for the neck
1.

Head hang.
Tension in the back of the neck can affect motor skills in the elbows and hands. Because most
of us have too much curve in our upper back, we tend to correct this by lifting the head in a
way that shortens the tissues in the back of the neck, which means the distance between your
head and shoulders is a lot smaller than it should be. A simple head hang restores the length
in the tissues between the skull and the nape of the neck.
• Stack your hips over heels and ribs over hips and, keeping your body upright, drop
your chin towards your chest.
• Hold for about 60 seconds and repeat multiple times through the day.
• You can allow the chin to roll side to side to get into all the parts of the back of the
neck.
• Can be done sitting but please ensure the spine is still stacked and straight.
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2.

Head ramp.
The position of your head can cause the neck and upper back muscles to tighten, decreasing
the health of the nervous tissues to your hands. When your head is constantly in front of you,
the tension reduces blood flow between your head and thoracic cavity, which is not good for
your brain. As mentioned in the head hang description, the curve in the upper back can cause
us to try to correct that by shortening the neck as we lift the head.
• Slide your head back towards the wall behind you, until your ears are stacked over
your shoulders.
• This is different to just picking your head up, where your ears don’t pull back and the
neck muscles are still overworking.
• So, whenever you think about it, slide your head back (without lifting your chin) to
relax the neck musculature, lengthen the entire spine, and increase circulation to the
tissues in the whole area.
• Having one hand on your chest can help you to check that you’re not lifting your
ribcage when you slide your chin back.
• You might feel like you’re giving yourself a double chin but if you keep the neck
muscles strong, they will do a better job of removing any fluid around the area and
keep it toned.
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Exercises for the Shoulders
1.

Thoracic stretch.
The regular habit of doing tasks with your hands out in front of you causes the muscles to
develop incorrectly around the shoulders, making hand tension worse. So, this stretch will
help to loosen up the mid back between your shoulder blades and your shoulder girdle. All
you need is a chair, or you can use a wall or table.
• Place your hands-on top of the chair or a fireplace and walk your feet back until you
feel all your weight is in your heels and you could lift your toes.
• Then back the hips up and start to lower your torso towards the floor until you feel a
stretch in your shoulders (and maybe your hamstrings and calves too!).
• Relax the back of the neck and allow the head to drop down into the space between
your arms, and notice if your jaw is tense, relax the jaw and tongue.
• If you take a few deep breaths, you will feel the muscles between your ribs stretch a
bit.
• Hold for about 60 seconds or work up to that and take rests as necessary, and repeat
multiple times throughout the day, not all in one go.
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2.

Thoracic stretch with side stretch.
•
•
•
•
•
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In the same position as above, take your right hand over towards the left hand, to
create a diagonal stretch down the right ribcage.
Your body will be in a diagonal line now but make sure you keep your hips centred
and you will experience the stretch more down your right side.
Check that you have your hips backed up and are able to lift your toes.
Still keep the neck relaxed and let the head hang between your arms.
Work up to holding for 60 seconds and then repeat on the other side, repeat as above
multiple times a day.

3.

Rhomboid push-up. (part 1)
Hand, wrist and elbow issues are directly affected by the strength of the rotator cuff and
rhomboid muscles. Try this exercise to increase the health of these tissues, which will help
you to decrease the curve in your thoracic spine get your head back over your shoulders.
There are two pieces to this exercise, one is how well your shoulder blades move together
and apart, and the other is the position of your arms and elbows.
•
•
•

•
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Come into an all fours position, ensuring that your shoulders are over your wrists and
your hips over your knees, so that your arms and thighs are vertical.
Let your tailbone tip up until you have the natural curve in your lower back.
Your rhomboids are large muscles underneath your shoulder blades that, when
working correctly, should allow your shoulders to slide all the way together. So, work
on keeping your arms straight and allowing the shoulder blades to slide as close
together and then as far away from each other as possible.
Add the head hang to relax the neck and move the shoulders as far as you can go
without arching the back.

Rhomboid push-up. (part 2)
•
•

•

•

Once you have moved the shoulders a few times to warm up, look at what your arms
and elbows are doing.
Bend your elbows just a couple of inches and notice which direction they are pointing
in. Often, they will be pointing out to the side but ideally you want them to be
pointing back towards your legs, so turn your arms until the elbows are pointing
directly back towards your legs.
Repeat the rhomboid push up but now take care to keep your elbow pointing back,
which adds another level of difficulty but will really help to release the tissues around
the rotator cuff and better align the muscles of the upper back, which will help them
to do a better job supporting those structures.
Don’t forget to let the back of the neck relax!

If at first your wrists really struggle with the all fours position, start slowly increase the time
spent in the exercise until eventually your rhomboids are keeping your spine straighter and
helping you keep your ears stacked back over your shoulders in standing.
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4.

Triceps push-up
For the triceps push-up, you’ll keep your shoulders stable. Now that you’ve practised getting
your elbows in the right position for the rhomboid push up you can turn that little test into
another exercise, which will challenge the range of motion available in your hands.
• Keeping your arms at shoulder width, your hips over your knees and your elbows
pointing directly back towards your legs, bend your elbows and drop them towards
the ground.
• Make sure you don’t let your hips travel forward or back, keep them over your knees.
• Make sure you keep your elbows squeezing towards each other, don’t allow them to
splay out to the side.
• Notice if your thumbs are facing the same direction as the other fingers. To the best
of your ability, draw the thumbs away from the other fingers and aim to point them
towards each other.
• Check whether your hands are cupping the floor. Spread the load across your hands
as much as you can.
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When our muscles are weakened through tightness, it causes us to lose our dexterity and
ability to carry out fine motor skill tasks, and we also lose grip strength. Losing this function
is a result of letting our necks, hands and shoulders get tighter and tighter without doing
anything about it – which is not what you want if you love to knit!
Plan on doing your hand exercises as often as possible. Hand stretching is something you can
do almost anywhere, for example while you’re on a phone call or watching TV, and definitely
breaking up prolonged periods of knitting, crocheting or sewing!
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